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Abstract
The modern battlefield is a fast-paced, information-rich environment, where
discovery of intent, situation awareness and the rapid evolution of concepts of
operation and doctrine are critical success factors. A combination of the techniques
investigated and tested in this work, together with other techniques in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and modern computational techniques, may hold the key to
relieving the burden of the decision-maker and aiding in better decision-making
under pressure. The techniques investigated in this article were two methods from
the machine-learning subfield of reinforcement learning (RL), namely a Monte
Carlo (MC) control algorithm with exploring starts (MCES), and an off-policy
temporal-difference (TD) learning-control algorithm, Q-learning. These techniques
were applied to a simplified version of the weapon assignment (WA) problem in air
defence. The MCES control algorithm yielded promising results when searching for
an optimal shooting order. A greedy approach was taken in the Q-learning
algorithm, but experimentation showed that the MCES-control algorithm still
performed significantly better than the Q-learning algorithm, even though it was
slower.
Introduction
In his 2007 book, The Utility of Force – The Art of War in the Modern
World, General Rupert Smith concludes that modern warfare will call for
information technology to support operations
Scientia Militaria, South African
by helping the commander to understand the
Journal of Military Studies,
actions of the opponent and to separate him
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from the people.1 Computational (software)
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agent systems are showing much promise in
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this regard, allowing researchers to understand complex human interaction and
decision-making paradigms. One of the key design-parameters for agent systems is
finding the appropriate learning algorithms.
One such a family of (machine) learning algorithms is RL. The latter is a
branch of AI2 and uses a formal framework defining the interaction between a
learning agent and its environment in terms of states, actions and rewards. It is
concerned with how an agent should take actions in an environment to maximise
some sort of long-term reward.3
What sets RL apart from other machine-learning methods is the fact that the
agent is not told which actions to take, but instead must discover by trial and error
which actions yield the highest reward. All RL agents have explicit goals, can sense
aspects of their environments, and can choose actions to influence their
environments. The agent has to operate although it does not have exhaustive
information or knowledge of the environment. This is particularly useful and
important in applications such as WA where the necessary supervision and rules of
engagement are known, but may be open to interpretation in the heat of battle.
The WA problem, stated very simplistically, is the assigning of n weapons to
m targets.4 As with the resource-allocation problem, the WA problem is also NPcomplete and as such, no exact methods exist for the solution of even relatively
small-sized problems. WA decisions are considered more easily quantifiable than
threat evaluation (TE), and thus the challenge lies more in the solution
methodologies of the problem rather than in the formulation, as is the case with TE.
In this article, we shall discuss whether RL was found to be suitable for
solving the WA problem. A short overview of RL and related work is given, as well
as an explanation where RL fits into the greater context. Command and control (C2),
as well as threat evaluation and weapon assignment (TEWA), are discussed. Finally,
the article explains how the WA problem was modelled and how the MCES-control
algorithm and the TD-algorithm, Q-learning, were applied to the WA problem. The
results are compared and we conclude with ideas for future study.
Overview of reinforcement learning and related work
In some of the latest research on RL applied to WA, the researchers Azak
and Bayrak5 implemented learning agents for decision-making in TEWA problems
of C2 systems. The goal was to optimise the performance in decision-making for
TEWA problems of multi-armed platforms. They used Q-learning to solve the WA
problem and, after training, the agents learned how to coordinate with other agents
and how to select a threat to engage in any state of the defence system.
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They concluded thatt the agents benefitted
b
from
m coordination and could
complete scennarios more succcessfully than
n independent aagents could. In
I addition,
their default Q
Q-learning algorrithm implemen
ntation for WA without coordiination was
also successfuul, and agentss became moree mature withh sufficient training data.
Although coorrdination seemeed to improve agents’
a
perform
mance, it is claiimed that it
was not a suffi
ficient experimeental achievemeent.
RL is particularly pow
werful in its ro
ole as a Markovv decision proceess (MDP).
In an MDP, thhe future state of
o a system is only
o
a function of the state spaace (the set
of all possible states) of the system in
n the present. Thus, MDPs provide a
mathematical framework forr modelling deccision-making w
when outcomess are partly
random and partly under the control off a decision-m
making agent (human or
artificial). MD
DPs are useful for studying a wide range of optimisation
n problems
solved via dynnamic programm
ming (DP) and RL.6 The fact that RL can bee seen as an
MDP also alloows the designeer of the agents to work with a system in a cu
urrent state,
without being concerned abouut how it came to be in that staate in the first place.
p
In F
Figure 1, a genneral RL problem-solving looop is depicted. The agent
receives inforrmation from itts environmentt, usually as a sensory stimu
ulus, which
gives informattion about the current
c
state off the environmeent.7 The agent chooses an
action and uppon execution receives a reward. This rew
ward can be positive
p
or
negative, depeending on the apppropriateness of the action. A negative rewaard follows
on an action thhat leads to a baad outcome in terms
t
of globallly set goals. Deepending on
the action takken, the environment might change,
c
therebyy affecting the states and
actions possible in the future..

Figure 1: The RL loop
RL aadapts quickly to a changing environment
e
and
nd indicates the measure of
appropriatenesss of the actionns taken. The agent
a
then adjussts its memory to select a
better action nnext time. RL algorithms
a
thereefore try to findd a policy that maps
m
states
of the world too the actions thee agent should take in those sttates. In simplerr terms, the
agent decides what the best action
a
is to selecct based on its ccurrent state.
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Figuure 2 illustratess the main meth
hods for solvinng the RL problem. These
methods are D
DP, MC and TD
D learning. Elig
gibility traces ccan be used tog
gether with
these methodss to obtain a fam
mily of new methods.
m
The meethods applied to the WA
problem in thiis article are circled.

Figure 2: Outlline of learning methods
he greater conteext
The position of Reinforcemennt learning in th
RL is not supervised learning8. Alth
hough RL is an online learning
g approach,
which involvees finding a baalance between exploration (o f uncharted terrritory) and
exploitation (oof current know
wledge), and theere is no superviisor present, thee algorithm
learns from innteraction (feedb
dback from the environment, ffor example) an
nd not from
examples. Thiis behaviour caan be learned and adopted peermanently, orr it may be
adapted continnuously3. RL iss much closer to
o supervised thhan unsuperviseed learning.
The agent receives feedbackk about the app
propriateness off its response. For
F correct
responses, RL
L resembles suupervised learniing: in both caases, the learner receives
information thhat what it doees is appropriatte. However, thhe two forms of learning
differ significantly in situatiions in which the learner's bbehaviour is in some way
inappropriate9. In these situaations, supervissed learning letts the agent kn
now exactly
what it shouuld have donee, whereas RL
L only says that the behaaviour was
inappropriate aand (usually) how inappropriaate it was.
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In pracctice, RL is muuch more comm
mon than superrvised learning. A teacher
(especially in WA where tim
me is of the esseence) is not alw
ways available to
t say what
should have been done whenn a mistake wass made; and evven when such a teacher is
available, the learner does not
n always interrpret the teacheer's feedback correctly. In
fact, often dirrect feedback comes from th
he battlefield aas a consequeence of the
execution of a decision.
Command an
nd control
Advannces in threat technology, the increasing ddifficulty and diversity
d
of
scenarios, andd the volume of
o data and in
nformation to bbe processed under
u
timecritical conditiions pose majoor challenges to
o tactical C2, inn particular TE
EWA.10 The
dynamic envirronment in which these activitties are conductted is one of high risk and
high stress as it includes orgaanised, intelligeent and lethal th
threats. It is also uncertain
due to the impprecise and inccomplete naturee of sensor datta and intelligeence, which
makes unpreddictable demaands on operaators. A milittary situation awareness
information syystem must proovide the comm
mander with a cclear understanding of the
developing opperation so that forces can be appropriately
a
diirected to meet a specified
objective.11 Thhe C2 system is defined as the facilities, equuipment, comm
munications,
procedures annd personnel essential
e
to a commander
c
forr planning, dirrecting and
controlling opperations. Such a system surveeys the operatioonal environmen
nt, assesses
what actions tto take (i.e. aidding the TE prrocess), and usses available reesources to
implement thoose actions (i.e. aiding the WA
A process).
The C2 decision cycle may be
b described by
y the most basicc, well-known and widely
accepted modeel of C2, namely Boyd's observe-orient-decidde-act (OODA)) loop. The
OODA loop m
model can be represented
r
graaphically as a ccircular connecction of the
four phases oof the decision cycle, as show
wn in Figure 33. During the observation
o
phase, informaation is gathered, relevant to th
he decision at hhand.12

Figure 3: The OODA loop
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Most of the cognitive effort during the decision process resides in the orient
phase, which consists of two sub-phases: destruction and creation. A decisionmaking entity will attempt to destruct or decompose a problem until the subproblems are close to situations that were experienced before, and for which the
decision-maker has a plan. Problems are matched with their respective emergency
plans, which are then combined or created into an overall plan of action.
If a decision-maker creates a single feasible plan (during the orientation
phase), the decision phase is simply a question of whether or not to execute. The
action node in Figure 3 represents the execution of a chosen course of action or plan.
These actions may include a physical attack or movement, the issuance of an order,
or a focus of effort on the sensor for a better observation during the next cycle of the
process.
Tactical C2 can be divided into the following high-level functions:


Target detection – mainly through sensors;



Target tracking – use data-fusion techniques;



Target identification – to determine true targets;



Threat evaluation – establish the intent and capability of potential threats;



Weapons assignment – target engagement.13

Threat evaluation and weapon assignment
The air defence (AD) operator assesses the tactical situation in real time and
protects ground-based defended assets (DAs) against aerial threats. This is done by
assigning available weapon systems to engage enemy aircraft.14 The responsibilities
associated with this environment are typically divided between several operators and
decision-support systems (such as threat evaluation and weapon assignment
(TEWA) that assist these operators during the decision-making processes. TEWA
assigns threat values to aircraft in real time and uses these values to suggest possible
assignments between weapons and observed enemy aircraft.
The TEWA process may be regarded as a dynamic human decision-making
process aimed at the successful exploitation of tactical resources (i.e. sensors,
weapons) during the conduct of C2 activities10. From this perspective, the role of
humans is central to the TEWA functions as humans are responsible for any
outcome resulting from their decisions. Hence, the type of support or aid to be
provided is meant to assist, not replace, operators in their decision-making activities.
As a result, the automation to be provided requires careful design. Consequently, an
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approach is required that models the decision-making problem and captures the
cognitive demands and information requirements. The local TEWA environment is
defined for AD, with the initial focus on ground-based air defence systems
(GBADS),13 and consists of two independent specialised subsystems in which the
threat evaluation (TE) and weapon assignment (WA) computations are executed.
WA is a resource-management process during which weapons are allocated
to engage threats in the threat-ranking list. A WA system is required to provide the
fire control operator (FCO) with a proposed assignment list containing weapon
system-threat associations. A WA system takes as input threat information obtained
from the TE system. The assignment problem is solved given the status of DAs,
weapon-systems’ status and capabilities and the relevant threat information,
resulting in a number of different weapon system-threat pairings. When the FCO
authorises the assignment of a weapon system to a threat, the relevant weapon
system must be informed. The output of the WA-model framework is a list of
proposed assignments at the end of each time step.
It would be advantageous to have a system that adapts as the operator
becomes more proficient at evaluating threats and assigning resources. The system
should in principle then improve as the operator gains experience.
TE decision aids are suitable in addition to human cognition to make the call
if an observed threat is indeed friend or foe, but with WA there is room for learning
algorithms; algorithms are put in place to assist the FCO in making his/her
decisions.
Modelling the weapon assignment problem
The object of the WA problem was to assign weapons effectively in order to
defend a certain DA by engaging the threat as quickly or optimally as possible
before it releases weapons. For our simple model, the DA was situated at the centre
of the grid and was fixed. Four missile stations were used to defend the DA and,
once these were placed, they also remained fixed.
The threat flew in from one of the cells and flew in a straight line towards
the DA. Each weapon got a turn to shoot at the threat while it was in a specific cell
(granted that the previous weapon did not succeed in its goal), according to some
strategy (the policy). If the threat was eliminated, success was claimed. If all four
weapons missed, the threat moved one cell closer to the DA and again the weapons
took turns to shoot at the threat. If the threat reached the DA, it eliminated the DA. If
the threat was on any of the weapons' positions, no shots could be fired for fear of
injuring or killing the soldiers operating the missiles. In this case, the threat moved
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0
one cell closeer to the DA, juust as it would
d if all the weaapons shot and missed. A
typical flight ppattern (assumiing that all the weapons misseed in each roun
nd) that we
wished to avoiid is illustrated in Figure 4.15

Figure 4: Flighht pattern of thrreat eliminating
g DA
States and actions
Our reesearch revealedd that the finer the world-mapp grid, the moree accurately
the position off the threat coulld be calculated
d. In the terminnology of RL, th
his aided us
in defining staates. Decisions were based on
n the position oof the threat, th
he position
being the statee. In an X × X grid,
g
there would be X2 - 5 (X
X2 minus four weapons and
the DA) differrent states that the threat could
d be in at any ggiven time step
p within the
episode wheree action neededd to be taken. An
A episode startted the moment an enemy
plane flew ontto the grid and ended when someone (the eneemy plane or th
he DA) was
eliminated. Thhe actions weree the shooting order
o
and in thiis case it was a numbered
sequence, deppicting which weapon
w
shot when,
w
for exam
mple {3,2,1,4}. With four
weapons, theree were 4! = 24 different action
ns or shooting oorders.
Rewards and ppenalties
The W
WA problem waas formulated ass an undiscountted (γ = 1), epissodic, finite
MDP. The disscount parametter (γ) determin
ned the importaance of future rewards. A
factor of 0 w
would make thhe agent “oppo
ortunistic” by only consideriing current
rewards, whilee a factor apprroaching 1 wou
uld make it strrive for a long
g-term high
reward. With tthis discount paarameter, the ag
gent tried to seleect actions so th
hat the sum
of the discouunted rewards received oveer the future was maximiseed. It was
appropriate too discount for continuing tassks and not foor episodic task
ks3. Future
rewards weree taken into account
a
more strongly and the agent beccame more
farsighted. Thhe problem was
w
episodic because the aagent-environm
ment broke
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naturally into episodes – a threat flew in and was either shot down or shot down the
DA. Lastly, the problem was finite because it was an MDP with finite state and
action sets (there were 24 different actions).
The system was encouraged to eliminate the threat as quickly as possible by
varying the rewards given for certain cases. These different rewards are summarised
in Table 1
Case

Reward

Weapon 1 eliminated threat

+3

Weapon 2 eliminated threat

0

Weapon 3 eliminated threat

0

Weapon 4 eliminated threat

0

All four weapons missed

-1

DA is reached

-5

Table 1: Obtaining the rewards
The analytical solution is that the weapon closest to the threat fired first, as
we believed the first weapon to be of vital importance. For this model, we assumed
that the probability of a hit was inversely proportional to the distance. The agent did
not control this; therefore, it was part of the environment. We rewarded the first
weapon for eliminating the threat, because we wanted to eliminate the threat as soon
as possible. If the second, third or fourth weapon eliminated the threat, we did not
penalise these weapons, because it was not “wrong”; it was just not what was
expected. By rewarding only the first weapon, the algorithm was encouraged to use
the weapon with the highest chance of eliminating the threat. If all four weapons
missed, we penalised that particular state-action pair by giving it a reward of -1.
When the DA was reached, a reward of -5 was given. Experiments were conducted
with different reward schemes and it was found that it did not matter what the values
of the rewards were; what mattered was the size of the rewards in relation to each
other. Better results were obtained when the absolute value of the penalty for
eliminating the DA was greater than the reward for eliminating the threat.
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The policy
In our investigations, the policy was a function of the state-action pair (s, a).
Our initial policy was to assume the weapons shot in numbered ordering, from 1 to
4. This was not a good policy, seeing that it did not take into account where the
threat was located at that particular time. We wished to iterate and improve this
policy until we had one that agreed with our intuition, which was that the weapon
closest to the threat should fire (that weapon also had the highest probability to
eliminate the threat). For this simple problem, the solution was known and this fact
was used to evaluate the RL algorithm.
Solving the problem
Starting at the upper left point on the grid, an episode of WA was simulated.
Starting at the next point on the grid, the following episode was simulated, and the
next, until the end of the grid was reached, thus ensuring that all states were chosen
as starting positions. This position was the current state of the threat. The distance
from the threat to each of the four weapons was calculated, and based on that, a kill
probability Pkill was assigned to each weapon using a lookup table. The calculation
of Pkill was part of the formulation of the WA problem, and not of the RL algorithm.
The action volume of a weapon can be represented as a circle around the
weapon. If the threat is within this circle, it will be shot down according to some
probability, e.g., in the circle and close to the weapon, it has a higher probability of
being shot down than if it was on the edge of the circle.
Shifting the parameters
In the MC implementation, γ = 1 was used as a rule throughout all the
simulations. If γ = 1 in the Q-learning environment, the Q-values diverged.16 This
was confirmed experimentally, but the experiment itself will not form part of this
discussion. Q-learning learns the expected action-values Q(s, a) of taking action a in
state s, then continues by always choosing actions optimally.
The learning rate parameter (α) limits how quickly learning can occur. In
this specific algorithm, it directed how quickly the Q-values could change with each
state-action change. A factor of 0 caused the agent not to learn anything, while a
factor of 1 caused the agent to consider only the most recent information. If α was
too small, learning was slow; and if α was too large, the algorithm might not
converge.17
A policy that always chooses the best action is known as a “greedy” policy.
Following a greedy policy most of the time, but with a small probability ε randomly
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3
selecting an aaction independdent of the acttion-value estim
mates, is know
wn as an εgreedy policy. An ε-greedy policy exploress all state-actioon pairs as the number of
runs goes to innfinity. For the purpose of the study, a greedyy policy was useed.
Monte Carlo results
The coonsidered gridss were 71 × 71 grids with raandomly placed
d weapons.
The reason forr the seeminglyy odd choice off grid size was sso that the DA could sit at
precisely the centre of the grid. The firin
ng distances ass well as the number of
simulations peer state were changed.
The foour weapons weere each marked
d with a colourred dot on the grid
g and the
DA was show
wn as a white diaamond in the ceentre. The bluee area correspon
nded to that
part of the gridd covered by weapon
w
1 (blue dot). The greenn area correspon
nded to the
part of the gridd covered by weapon
w
2 (green
n dot); the yelloow area to the part covered
by weapon 3 ((yellow dot); annd the grey areaa to the part covvered by weapo
on 4 (white
dot). The blacck spots on the grid were the states where noo shots were fiired. Recall
that no shots w
were fired if thee threat was in the
t same positiion as one of th
he weapons,
or if the threatt was outside off the weapons' firing
f
range
Figuree 5 shows two images depictiing the simulattion results for a 71 × 71
grid with maxiimum firing disstance equal to 12. Figure 5(a)) shows the situ
uation at the
start of the sim
mulation and Figgure 5(b) shows the simulationn after completiion.

(a) Befoore simulated leearning

(b) After simulated learn
ning

Figure 5: A 711× 71 grid with 50 simulationss per state and ffiring distance 12
1
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Figure 6 show
ws the simulatiion results for a 71 × 71 gridd with a maxim
mum firing
distance of 200. The spots of
o (different) colour
c
seen insside the circless are there
because that pparticular state was
w not visited
d by a successfu
ful weapon and was thus a
remnant from a time when thhe original poliicy designated that state as beeing shot at
by a different (“wrong”) weaapon. This wass mainly due too the larger firin
ng distance
(with respect tto a firing distaance of 12) as well
w as the fact that weapon 2 overlapped
with both weaapon 1 and weappon 3's firing ciircle.

(a) Beforre simulated leaarning

(b) After ssimulated learn
ning

Figure 6: A 711 × 71 grid withh firing distancee 20
Note thhat these erroneeous actions tak
ken were not “w
wrong”; they were
w just not
the best actionns that could have
h
been taken
n in that situatiion. A possible reason for
these discrepaancies is the fact
f
that, even though the “w
wrong” weapon
n shot and
eliminated thee threat, its Q-value was prob
bably still largger than other state-action
s
pairs with neggative Q-values..
Temporal-diffference resultss
As witth the MC exam
mples, the firin
ng distances weere changed as well as the
number of sim
mulations per staate.
We chose to kkeep ε = 0 and vary the γ- and
d α-values. Throough experimen
ntation, the
best values forr γ and α were found
f
to be in th
he ranges 0.2 ≤ γ ≤ 0.7 and 0.1
1 ≤ α ≤ 0.2.
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Error % for various firing distances
γ

α

12

20

0.2

0.1

4.939%

11.287%

0.3

0.1

4.999%

11.645%

0.4

0.1

4.483%

11.168%

0.5

0.1

4.701%

9.919%

0.6

0.1

6.784%

10.137%

0.7

0.1

5.297%

10.950%

0.2

0.2

9.601%

18.231%

0.3

0.2

9.502%

16.425%

0.4

0.2

7.499%

15.314%

0.5

0.2

8.411%

16.128%

0.6

0.2

7.935%

14.779%

0.7

0.2

8.272%

14.204%

Table 2: Error percentages
The minimum errors for the three firing distances occurred when 0.4 ≤ γ ≤
0.5 and α = 0.1. Using these parameter combinations, we obtained the following
results. The same weapon layouts and firing distances were used as for the 71 × 71
grids in the MC section.
From Figure 7 it can be seen that learning for a 71 × 71 grid with firing distance 12
was very slow. This could be due to the small α -value (learning rate). Figure 8(a)–
(d) also shows a slow learning rate for a firing distance of 20.
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(a) Beforre simulated leaarning

(b) After siimulated learning

Figure 7: A 711 × 71 grid withh firing distancee 12

(a) Beforre simulated leaarning

(b) After ssimulated learning

Figure 8: A 711 × 71 grid withh firing distancee 20
Discussion off results
Figure 9 and F
Figure 10 show
w the side-by-sid
de comparison for each of thee completed
simulations off the 71 × 71 griid examples.
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(a) M
Monte Carlo ES
S

(b) TD
D Q-learning

Figure 9: A 711 × 71 grid withh firing distancee 12

(a) M
Monte Carlo ES
S

(b) TD
D Q-learning

Figure 10: A 771 × 71 grid witth firing distancce 20
The results aree visibly differeent with TD (Q)) faring worse tthan MCES. Acccording to
Sutton3, the llearned action-vvalue function, Q, can be shhown to conveerge to the
optimal actionn-value functionn, Q*, with a prrobability of onne. This is clearly not what
was happeningg here. The reasson for this is th
hat the best parrameter-value combination
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had not been found yet. Table 3 shows a comparison between the error percentages
for both algorithms.
Error % for various firing distances
12

20

MCES

0.258%

1.508%

TD (Q)

4.483%

9.919%

Table 3: Error percentages
Conclusion
The aim of the study on which this article is based, was to evaluate and
compare two RL algorithms to see which would yield promising results on the
simplified version of the WA problem. An MCES control algorithm and the offpolicy TD-learning control algorithm, Q-learning, was applied to 71 × 71 grids.
Simulations were run with firing distances of 12 and 20 grid units. It was
found that the smaller the firing distance relative to the grid size, the longer the
episodes were and the longer the simulations took. However, a smaller firing
distance incurred a smaller error percentage. The bigger the firing distance, the
greater the chance of overlapping between the weapons and the bigger the error
percentage.
For the MCES algorithm a fixed discount parameter of γ = 1 was used. This
algorithm performed exceptionally well and incurred only minor error percentages.
When applied to a 71 × 71 grid with 200 simulations per state, the MCES algorithm
took nearly twice as long as the Q-learning algorithm with a firing distance of 12,
and nearly three times as long with a firing distance of 20.
Setting the discount parameter to γ = 1 caused the Q-values to diverge in the
Q-learning algorithm. A greedy policy was followed while the learning rate (α) and
the discount parameter (γ) were varied. It was determined experimentally that 0.1 ≤
α ≤ 0.2 yielded better results than larger α-values. These α-values were used with
different γ-values and it was found that medium to large γ-values worked best. It
was found that with a greedy policy, α = 0.1 gave adequate results when applied
along with 0.4 ≤ γ ≤ 0.5.
Even though the MCES algorithm was considerably slower, it outperformed
the Q-learning algorithm in all examples considered. The problem of simulation
time could be rectified by code and hardware optimisation. We thus conclude that
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RL, especially the MCES algorithm, is a promising field to consider in the solving
of the WA problem. Combining the techniques investigated and tested in this work
with other techniques in AI and modern computational techniques may hold the key
to solving some of the problems we now face in warfare.
Future work
The problem of considering both TE and WA within the context of OODA is
non-trivial and future work must focus on bringing these elements together and
considering the computational burden that would result. The obvious question that
comes to mind then is how one could find optimal policies that are developed in
timely fashion to support the commander during an operation.
Another suggestion for future work would include designing a more
complicated grid by including different terrains and “obstacles” such as mountains
and valleys. Time delays for weapons could also be added, or even the constraint
that certain weapons have limited ammunition. Another constraint could be that
certain weapons can shoot further than others can, where we currently have a
constant firing distance across the board in a given problem. Another suggestion
would be to consider the case where multiple weapons shoot at the same time.
A possible improvement on the Q-learning algorithm would be to follow an
ε-greedy policy and vary ε along with γ and α, as opposed to only using a greedy
policy.
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